The problem of computing periods in words, or finite sequences of symbols from a finite alphabet, has important applications in several areas including data compression, string searching and pattern matching algorithms. The notion of period of a word is central in combinatorics on words. There are many fundamental results on periods of words. Among them is the well known and basic periodicity result of Fine and Wilf which intuitively determines how far two periodic events have to match in order to guarantee a common period. More precisely, any word with length at least p + q − gcd(p, q) having periods p and q has also period the greatest common divisor of p and q, gcd(p, q). Moreover, the bound p + q − gcd(p, q) is optimal since counterexamples can be provided for words of smaller length.
Introduction
The problem of computing periods in words, or finite sequences of symbols from a finite alphabet, has important applications in several areas including data compression, string searching and pattern matching algorithms. The notion of period of a word is central in combinatorics on words. There are many fundamental results on periods of words. Among them is the well known periodicity result of Fine and Wilf [28] which intuitively determines how far two periodic events have to match in order to guarantee a common period. More precisely, any word with length at least p + q − gcd(p, q) having periods p and q has also for automated use of a program which given a number of holes h and two periods p and q, computes the optimal bound L(h, p, q) and an optimal partial word for that bound. Our proofs are based on connectivity in graphs associated with bounds and pairs of periods.
Fine and Wilf's extensions in the framework of partial words are summarized in the following figure:
Periods [43] Contantinescu and Ilie [19] n weak h Blanchet-Sadri, Oey and Rankin [14] The contents of our paper are summarized as follows: In Section 2, we review basic concepts on partial words. In Section 3, we discuss the fundamental property of periodicity. We define the set PER h containing optimal words with h holes of length L(h, p, q) − 1 for some periods p and q, and discuss their properties in the cases where h = 0, 1 or 2. In Section 4, we describe a way of representing partial words with periods p and q. There, we discuss connectivity in undirected graphs associated with such partial words. In Section 5, we give closed formulas for the optimal bounds L(h, p, q) for the case where p = 2, and in Section 6, for the case where q is large. In Section 7, we obtain upper bounds for small q. Finally, Section 8 contains a few concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review basic concepts on partial words.
Fixing a nonempty finite set of letters or an alphabet A, finite sequences of letters are called words over A. The number of letters in a word u, or length of u, is denoted by |u|. The unique word of length 0, denoted by ε, is called the empty word. A word of length n over A can be defined by a total function u : {0, . . . , n−1} → A and is usually represented as u = a 0 a 1 . . .a n−1 with a i ∈ A. For any word u, u[i..j) is the factor of u that starts at position i and ends at position j − 1. In particular, u[0..j) is the prefix of u of length j and we will sometimes denote it by pref j (u). Similarly, u[|u| − i..|u|) is the suffix of u of length i and we will sometimes denote it by suff i (u). The set of all words over A of finite length (greater than or equal to zero) is denoted by A * . It is a monoid under the associative operation of concatenation or product of words (ε serves as the identity) and is referred to as the free monoid generated by A. Similarly, the set of all nonempty words over A is denoted by A + . It is a semigroup under the operation of concatenation of words and is referred to as the free semigroup generated by A.
A partial word u of length n over A is a partial function u : {0, . . . , n − 1} → A. For 0 ≤ i < n, if u(i) is defined, then we say that i belongs to the domain of u, denoted by i ∈ D(u), otherwise we say that i belongs to the set of holes of u, denoted by i ∈ H(u). A (full) word over A is a partial word over A with an empty set of holes.
For convenience, we will refer to a partial word over A as a word over the enlarged alphabet A = A ∪ { }, where ∈ A represents a "do not know" symbol. So a partial word u of length n over A can be viewed as a total function u : {0, . . . , n − 1} → A where u(i) = whenever i ∈ H(u). For example, u = abb b cbb is a partial word of length 9 where D(u) = {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8} and H(u) = {3, 5}. We can thus define for partial words concepts such as concatenation, etc. in a trivial way.
The length of a partial word u over A is denoted by |u|, while the set of distinct letters of A occurring in u is denoted by α(u). We denote the reverse of u as rev(u). For the set of all partial words over A with an arbitrary number of holes we write A * . The set A * is a monoid under the operation of concatenation where ε serves as the identity. If X ⊂ A * , then the cardinality of X is denoted by X . For example, if u = abab cbca, then |u| = 9, α(u) = {a, b, c}, and α(u) = 3. For partial words, we use the same notions of prefix, suffix and factor as for full ones.
If u and v are two partial words of equal length, then we say that u is contained in v, denoted by u ⊂ v, if all elements in D(u) are in D(v) and u(i) = v(i) for all i ∈ D(u). Partial words u and v are compatible, denoted by u ↑ v, if there exists a partial word w such that u ⊂ w and v ⊂ w. In other words,
Note that for full words, the notion of compatibility is simply that of equality.
Periodicity
In this section, we discuss the fundamental property of periodicity. A (strong) period of a partial word u over A is a positive integer p such that u(i) = u(j) whenever i, j ∈ D(u) and i ≡ j mod p. In such a case, we call u p-periodic. Another notion of periodicity for partial words is that of weak periodicity: a weak period of u is a positive integer p such that u(i) = u(i + p) whenever i, i + p ∈ D(u). In such a case, we call u weakly p-periodic. The partial word abb bbcbb is weakly 3-periodic but is not 3-periodic. In this paper we deal with periods, not weak periods.
First we introduce the concept of what we refer to as general or functional (partial) words. These words will be the ones that we are concerned with throughout this paper. The primary general word u of a certain length and domain set D(u) is the word of that length with letters unique to their position in D(u). To form a general word, certain periods are imposed onto a primary general word. A period p is imposed by transforming the general word into a matrix with columns 0, . . . , p − 1 which represent the congruence classes modulo p. In each column i, the letter of the first non-hole position is placed into each of the other non-hole positions of the column. To impose subsequent periods, every time a letter must be changed, all other instances of that letter throughout the word must also be changed. 
We refer to the columns of these matrices as 4-classes. We then take the resulting word ab cabf cabf ab and impose the period 7: Note that the notion of optimal bound makes sense only if gcd(p, q) = p. The essential question is how long the partial word u should be? Fine and Wilf's theorem [28] states that length for h = 0 which is p + q − gcd(p, q). While the bound p + q − gcd(p, q) is a lower bound, it has also been proved to be an upper bound and thus the optimal bound, that is, there exists a full word v of length p + q − gcd(p, q) − 1 that has periods p and q, but does not have period gcd(p, q) [18, 36] . For example, the general word aabaaabaa with periods 4 and 7 of length 4 + 7 − gcd(4, 7) − 1 = 9 does not have period 1. In the notation of Remark 3.2, L(0, p, q) = p + q − gcd(p, q). We are interested in this paper in both upper and lower bounds for the length of u when h > 0.
Throughout this paper we generally restrict ourselves to cases where periods p and q are co-prime, for if gcd(p, q) > 1, then the problem can be reduced to a case where the two periods are co-prime. Indeed, if u is a partial word with periods p and q such that gcd(p, q) = d > 1, then u can be replaced by a set of partial words u 0 , . . . , u d−1 where The sets PER h and VPER h are defined as follows:
It turns out that VPER 0 has remarkable combinatorial properties [3, 20, 21, 22] . In the next three sections, we discuss properties of PER h and VPER h in the cases where h = 0, 1 or 2.
The zero-hole case
The following result is a well known property of PER 0 .
Theorem 3.3 ([18]).
The set W 0,p,q contains a unique word w (up to a renaming) such that α(w) = 2.
The set VPER 0 has a nice characterization, which is a recurrence relation, stated as follows. • If q − p = 1, then w = a p−1 ba p−1 (up to a renaming).
Proof. First, suppose that q − p = 1, or q = p + 1. The word u = a p−1 ba p−1 has periods p and p + 1, while it does not have period 1. Also |u| = p + q − 2, and thus w = u (up to a renaming). Now, suppose that q − p > 1. We induct on the difference between the two periods p and q where w ∈ V 0,p,q . Set p = min(p , q − p ) and q = max(p , q − p ). If p ≤ q − p , then p = p and q = q − p . Here let u = wsuff p (w) = wsuff p (w) and show that u ∈ V 0,p ,q = V 0,p,p+q . If p > q −p , then p = q −p and q = p . Here let v = wsuff p (w) = wsuff q (w) and show that v ∈ V 0,p ,q = V 0,q,p+q .
Since gcd(p, q) = 1, we have gcd(p, p + q) = 1 and gcd(q, p + q) = 1. We show the membership for u (the one for v follows much in the same way). Note that |u| = p + (q + p) − 2. Also, u does not have period 1, since w does not.
We first show that u has period p. Let i ∈ [p + q − 2..2p + q − 2) be a position in u. Since both suff p (u) = suff p (w) and pref p+q−2 (u) = w, u(i) = w(i − p) = u(i − p). Thus, each position of suff p (u) belongs to the p-class of its corresponding position in w. Since w has period p, u has period p. We now show that u has period p + q. The words of VPER 0 also have another well known property which will be used later and which we prove here for sake of completeness.
Proof. This proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.4 in that we induct on the difference between the two periods p and q where v ∈ V 0,p,q .
First, if q = p + 1, then v = a p−1 ba p−1 which is a palindrome. Now, assume for some periods p and q that v ∈ V 0,p,q is a palindrome. We must show that u ∈ V 0,p,p+q and w ∈ V 0,q,p+q are palindromes.
If
Thus w = w and w is a palindrome in this case as well.
Corollary 3.7. If w is the unique element of
, and so pref p−2 (w) = suff p−2 (w). Also w is a palindrome by Proposition 3.6, so
Hence pref p−2 (w) is a palindrome.
The one-hole case
We now turn our attention to the case of partial words with one hole. We start off with a theorem which gives the optimal bound for such partial words.
Theorem 3.8 ([2]).
The equality L(1, p, q) = p + q holds.
Before we give our result concerning partial words with one hole, we need a definition. Definition 3.9. Let p, q, and r be integers satisfying 1 < p < q, gcd(p, q) = 1, and 0 ≤ r < p + q − 1. For i = q − 1 and 0 ≤ i < p + q − 1, we define the sequence of i relative to p, q, and r as seq p,q,r (i) = (i 0 , i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n−1 , i n ) where i 0 = i and
• if i = r and r / ∈ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}, then i n = r or i n = q − 1 (whichever comes first)
• if r / ∈ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}, then for 1 ≤ j < n, i j = r
• for 1 ≤ j < n, i j / ∈ {i, q − 1}
• for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i j is defined as
We define seq p,q,r (q − 1) = (q − 1).
The sequence seq p,q,r (i) gives a way of visiting elements of {0, . . . , p+q −2} starting at i. For example, if p = 4, q = 11, and r = 5, then seq 4,11,5 (3) = (3, 7, 11, 0, 4, 8, 12, 1, 5, 9, 13, 2, 6, 10)
Notice that r ∈ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1} and we have that all sequences are suffixes of this longest sequence. Now consider the example where p = 4, q = 11, and r = 2. Here r ∈ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1} and we have Note that seq 4,11,2 (3) is the longest sequence ending with 2 and seq 4,11,2 (2) is the longest sequence ending in 10. All other sequences are suffixes of these two.
The following theorem gives a uniqueness result for each W 1,p,q with co-prime p, q.
Theorem 3.10.
1. Given a singleton set H satisfying H ⊂ {0, . . . , p + q − 2} \ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}, W 1,p,q contains a unique general word u (up to a renaming) such that α(u) = 2 and H(u) = H.
Given a singleton set H satisfying
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of a result in [4] . Let u be a partial word with one hole of length p + q − 1 having periods p and q. Set q = mp + r where 0 < r < p and p = nr + s where 0 ≤ s < r. Let ip + j where 0 ≤ j < p be the hole. The proof is divided into six cases: (1) r = 1 and j = p − 1; (2) r = 1 and 0 ≤ j < p − 1; (3) r = 1 and j = p − 1; (4) r = 1 and 0 ≤ j < p − 1 and j − r = −1; (5) r = 1 and 0 ≤ j < p − 1 and j − r > −1; and (6) r = 1 and 0 ≤ j < p − 1 and j − r < −1.
We treat here the fifth case, the others being handled similarly. Note that s = 0 (otherwise, gcd(p, q) = 1 since p = nr and q = mnr + r). Also, gcd(r, s) = 1 and i ≤ m. In addition, if s = 1, then s is not a factor of r. Set j = n r + s where 0 ≤ s < r. Then seq p,q,ip+j (ip + j) = (ip + j, (i + 1)p + j, . . . , (m − 1)p + j, q + j − r, j − r, p + j − r, . . . , (m − 1)p + j − r, q + j − 2r, . . . , j − n r, p + s , . . . , mp + s , q + p + s − r, p + s − r, 2p + s − r, . . . , mp + s − r, q + p + s − 2r, . . . , p + s − (n − 1)r, 2p + s − (n − 1)r, . . . , mp + s − (n − 1)r, q + s + s , s + s , . . . , (s + s ) mod r, . . . , p + (s + s ) mod r − r, . . . ,
where (N s+s ) mod r = r−1 for some 0 ≤ N < r.
Here, we have that u is unary. If ip + j / ∈ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}, then seq p,q,ip+j (p − 1) ends at ip + j. So we can set all the letters of the first sequence (except ip + j) to say, a's and all the letters of the second sequence (except ip + j) to say, b's and see that u is binary.
) partial words (up to a renaming).
In other words, there are 2(p − 1) partial words (up to a renaming) with one hole of length p + q − 1 having periods p and q but not period gcd(p, q).
The two-hole case
The case of two holes is stated in the following result.
Theorem 3.12 ([40]). The equality
The following is a conjecture about VPER 2 .
Conjecture 3.13. The membership u ∈ V 2,p,q holds if and only if
• 
Representation of partial words
A representation of a partial word u with periods p and q is as an undirected graph G (p,q) (u) = (V, E) defined as follows:
• The vertex set V is {0, . . . , |u| − 1}, each vertex representing a position of u.
• The edge set E is E p ∪ E q where
When we refer to the i th p-class (respectively, i th q-class), we mean the complete subgraph of G (p,q) (u) consisting of exactly the members of the i th residual class modulo p (respectively, q). We refer to as pconnections the edges due to the period p, and q-connections the edges due to the period q. An edge is both a p-connection and a q-connection if the positions in the word corresponding to the vertices that it connects are a common multiple of p, q apart. We say a graph is κ-connected or has κ-connectivity if it can be disconnected with a suitable choice of κ vertex removals, but cannot be disconnected by any choice of κ − 1 vertex removals. The graph of Figure 1 is 4-connected.
We are interested in these associated graphs because they provide a way to rephrase our problem in terms of the connectedness of a graph: a word has period 1 if its graph is connected. Similarly, if the removal of vertices corresponding to hole positions results in a graph with multiple connected components, then the graph does not have period 1.
We end this section with a generalization of G (p,q) (u). We give a few definitions that help us formalize some of the graph theoretical arguments that will appear in some of our proofs. Thus, the (p, q)-periodic graph of size l can be thought to represent a word of length l with periods p and q, with the vertices corresponding to positions of the word, and the edges corresponding to equalities between indices' letters of the word forced by one of the periods. Therefore, if the (p, q)-periodic graph of size l is connected, then a word of length l with periods p and q is 1-periodic (when gcd(p, q) = 1). Indeed, there exists a path (a chain of equalities) between every pair of vertices, thus each position's letter in the word must be equal to every other position's letter. Note 
If an edge {v 1 , v 2 } is a p-connection, then v 1 and v 2 are considered p-connected. Similar statements hold for q-classes and q-connections.
To illustrate the above definitions, take p = 3, q = 7 and l = 13. Then the (3, 7)-periodic graph of size 13 is G = (V, E) where V = {u 0 , . . . , u 12 } and where the indexing function f of G is given by the bijection f : {0, 1, . . . , 12} → V with i → u i . Here {u i , u j } ∈ E if and only if i ≡ j mod 3 or i ≡ j mod 7. For example, {u 4 , u 7 } ∈ E since 4 ≡ 7 mod 3. The 3-class of vertex u 5 is {u 2 , u 5 , u 8 , u 11 }. The edge {u 5 , u 8 } ∈ E is an example of a 3-connection since f −1 (u 5 ) = 5 ≡ 8 = f −1 (u 8 ) mod 3, and so u 5 and u 8 are 3-connected. The set V = {u 1 , u 4 , u 9 , u 12 } is a 4-vertex cut of G. It can be checked that G has no vertex cut of size smaller than 4, and so the connectivity κ(G) of G is 4. Note that V does not contain a vertex with only 3-connections.
We end this section with a lemma that proves the intuitive idea that a minimum vertex cut of a (p, q)-periodic graph does not contain a vertex with only p-connections. Using this lemma, we can give a new proof of Corollary 3.11.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that the
Proof. Suppose V is a k-vertex cut of G as stated in the lemma. Then V = V ∪ V 1 ∪ V 2 where V 1 and V 2 are disjoint and nonempty sets, and v 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 imply {v 1 , v 2 } / ∈ E. Thus if v 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 , then v 1 and v 2 are not p-or q-connected.
Suppose there exist v 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 such that {v 1 , v} ∈ E and {v, v 2 } ∈ E. Since v has no q-connections, v 1 and v are p-connected, and v and v 2 are p-connected. Then v 1 and v 2 are p-connected, and {v 1 , v 2 } ∈ E which is a contradiction. Thus if for v 1 ∈ V 1 , {v 1 , v} ∈ E, then {v 2 , v} / ∈ E for all v 2 ∈ V 2 , and vice versa.
If neither {v 1 , v} ∈ E nor {v 2 , v} ∈ E for any v 1 ∈ V 1 , v 2 ∈ V 2 , or {v 1 , v} ∈ E for some v 1 ∈ V 1 , then V = (V \ {v}) ∪ (V 1 ∪ {v}) ∪ V 2 where V 1 ∪ {v} and V 2 are disjoint and nonempty sets, and w 1 ∈ V 1 ∪ {v} and w 2 ∈ V 2 imply {w 1 , w 2 } / ∈ E. If, on the other hand, {v 2 , v} ∈ E for some v 2 ∈ V 2 , then V = (V \ {v}) ∪ V 1 ∪ (V 2 ∪ {v}) where V 1 and V 2 ∪ {v} are disjoint and nonempty sets, and w 1 ∈ V 1 and w 2 ∈ V 2 ∪ {v} imply {w 1 , w 2 } / ∈ E. Either way, V \ {v} is a (k − 1)-vertex cut of G.
Other proof of Corollary 3.11.
Proof. Suppose u ∈ V 1,p,q . Let G = (V, E) be the (p, q)-periodic graph of size |u| = p + q − 1 with indexing function f whose domain is {0, . . . , p + q − 2}. We can show that the q-classes of vertices in {f (0), f (1), . . . , f (p − 2)} each have 2 elements, and the q-classes of vertices in {f (p − 1), . . . , f (q − 1)} each have 1 element. Thus the set of vertices of V that have q-connections is the union of q-classes with 2 elements, which is {f (0), f (q)} ∪ {f (1), f (q + 1)} ∪ · · · ∪ {f (p − 2), f (p + q − 2)} = f ({0, . . . , p + q − 2} \ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}). Then, by Lemma 4.5, H(u) ⊂ {0, . . . , p + q − 2} \ {p − 1, . . . , q − 1}.
Optimal bounds for p = 2
We now give the optimal bound for the case where p = 2. Proof. Throughout the proof, p = 2. First, let us show that (2n + 1)q + m + 1 is a lower bound. Let u be a word of length (2n + 1)q + m + 1 with periods 2 and q and number of holes h = nq + m. We must show that u has period 1 (note that gcd(p, q) = 1). Thus, this is equivalent to showing that the (p, q)-periodic graph of size (2n + 1)q + m + 1 has connectivity at least h + 1, or that a vertex cut of such graph must have at least h + 1 elements. Let G = (V, E) denote such a graph. Note that G has a particular structure. Indeed, each vertex belongs to one of two complete subgraphs representing the p-classes of u, namely the subgraph with vertex set the p-class of vertex 0 (the vertices with even indices) and the subgraph with vertex set the p-class of vertex 1 (the vertices with odd indices). Each p-connection is contained within one of these subgraphs. However, there are a number of q-connections (not all) across these p-classes. Note that in order to disconnect G, all such inter-p-class q-connections must be broken.
Thus a lower bound on the vertex connectivity of G is the sum of the least number of vertex removals required to break all inter-p-class q-connections within a q-class over all q-classes. Let us then consider a single q-class, denoted X. We can think of X as being the union of two sets, namely Y = X ∩ (p-class of vertex 0), and Z = X ∩ (p-class of vertex 1). Each element in X is q-connected to every other element in X. However, the q-connections within Y or Z are also p-connections; thus the inter-p-class q-connections of X are exactly those connections between Y and Z. Since every element of Y is q-connected with every element of Z, either all of Y or all of Z must be removed from G in order to break all inter-p-class qconnections within X. Also, if all of Y or all of Z is removed from G, then all inter-p-class q-connections within X are broken. Note that X = {f (i), f (i + q), f (i + 2q), . . .} where i ∈ {0, 1, .., q − 1} is the smallest index in X, and f is the indexing function of G. Since q is odd, the terms of the sequence i, i + q, i + 2q,. . . alternate between odd and even for integer i. Thus, since Y contains only vertices with even indices and Z contains only vertices with odd indices, the sizes of Y and Z are at most one apart. Then = n + 1 vertex removals to break all inter-p-class q-connections within the q-class, and each of the q-classes with 2n + 1 elements require at least = n vertex removals to break all inter-p-class q-connections within the q-class. Thus, in all, (m + 1)(n + 1) + (q − (m + 1))n = mn + m + n + 1 + nq − nm − n = nq + m + 1 = h + 1 vertex removals are required to disconnect G, thus the connectivity of G is at least h + 1. Now, let us show that (2n + 1)q + m + 1 is an upper bound and thus the optimal bound. Consider the word u = m w( q w) n where w is the unique element in V 0,2,q of length q. We will show that u is an optimal word. Note that |u| = (2n + 1)q + m, u has h holes, and since w is not 1-periodic, we also have that u is not 1-periodic. It is easy to show that u is 2-and q-periodic.
Optimal bounds for large q
In this section, we present our main result which provides a formula for the optimal bound L(h, p, q) when q is large enough. Define
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is split into two parts: the part that y(h, p, q) is indeed a lower bound, and the part that this bound is optimal. The former is provided first.
Lemma 6.2. If q > x(p, h), then y(h, p, q) is a lower bound.
Proof. We want to show that a partial word u with periods p, q and h holes of length greater than or equal to l = y(h, p, q) also has period gcd(p, q).
Suppose that gcd(p, q) = 1. First let h be odd. Then we have that
It is enough to show that if |u| = l, then u has period 1 because if |u| > l, then all factors of u of length l would have period 1, and so u itself would. To see this, suppose |u| = l + 1. The prefix of u of length l has periods p and q, and so it has period 1. The same holds for the suffix of u of length l. If u starts or ends with , then the result trivially holds. Otherwise, u = au b for some u of length l − 1 and some a, b ∈ A. There exists an occurrence of the letter b in u because D(u ) = ∅ by the way l is defined. The equality b = a hence holds. Thus, by induction, any word u of length ≥ l satisfying our assumptions is 1-periodic. Now, since |u| = p h+1 2
Consider the graph of u. Since |u| = 2q −k, positions of u within {q −k, q −k+1, . . . , q −2, q −1} have no q-connections, and all other elements within {0, . . . , q−k−1} have exactly one q-connection. Therefore, the number of positions of u which have exactly one q-connection is |u| − k = (h + 1)p. Thus, each p-class has exactly h + 1 elements with exactly one q-connection and all other elements of the p-class have no qconnections. In each i th p-class, h+1 2 elements have q-connections with elements in the ((i + q) mod p) th pclass and h+1 2 elements have q-connections with elements in the ((i − q) mod p) th p-class. Thus, there are at least h+1 2 disjoint cycles in the graph that visit all p-classes and contain all the vertices with q-connections. In order to build h+1 2 such disjoint cycles, pick the smallest vertex v 0 in the 0 th = i th 0 p-class that has not been visited and that has a q-connection with an element w 1 of the i th 1 p-class. Then visit the vertex w 1 followed by the smallest nonvisited vertex v 1 of that i th 1 p-class. Go on like this visiting vertices until you visit w p in the 0 th p-class. Then return to v 0 . Such cycle has the form v 0 , w 1 , v 1 , w 2 , v 2 , . . . , w p−1 , v p−1 , w p , v 0 . Also, for each such cycle, every element of the graph either belongs to the cycle, or is p-connected to a member of the cycle. There are two types of disconnections possible: one that isolates a set of vertices with elements in different p-classes, and one that isolates a set of vertices within a p-class. Thus in order to disconnect the graph, either all h+1 2 cycles must be disconnected or all h + 1 q-connections of a single p-class must be removed. The latter case clearly takes more than h holes, and since two holes are required to disconnect a cycle, we see that at least h + 1 holes are required to disconnect the graph in the former case. Thus the graph of u is connected and u is 1-periodic. Now, let h be even. The idea of the proof in this case is similar to that of an odd numbers of holes. When h is even, we must disconnect h 2 cycles that each requires two holes to break and one path that requires one hole to break. Hence we require h + 1 holes to disconnect the graph of length y(h, p, q).
Suppose gcd(p, q) = d = 1. Also suppose that h is even; the odd h case follows in much the same way. Thus |u| = p Proof. We will prove this in the case where gcd(p, q) = 1 by giving a word with h holes of length y(h, p, q) − 1 which is p-periodic and q-periodic but not gcd(p, q)-periodic.
First, suppose h is even. Consider the word u = (pref p−2 (w) ) h 2 w where w is the unique element in V 0,p,q of length p + q − 2. We will show that u is an optimal word. First, note that |u| = hp 2 + p + q − 2 = y(h, p, q) − 1, u has h holes, and since w is not 1-periodic, we also have that u is not 1-periodic. Now, note that w is p-periodic. Also, pref p−2 (w) has length p and since pref p−2 (w) ⊂ pref p (w), we see that u is p-periodic. Since q > x(p, h) = Now, suppose h is odd. We can verify that an optimal word in this case is u = (pref p−2 (w) )
In the case of no hole, we see that x(p, 0) = 0 and the formula presented in Theorem 6.1 agrees with L(0, p, q) = p + q − gcd(p, q). The case of one hole yields x(p, 1) = p and once again, our formula gives L(1, p, q) = p + q which corresponds to the expression given in Theorem 3.8.
We end this section with the following result.
Theorem 6.4. If u ∈ V h,p,q and q > x(p, h), then
Proof. This proof is similar to the one provided for Lemma 4.5. In that proof we mentioned that the way to disconnect a graph was to place holes in positions with q-connections. The same idea holds here.
Upper bounds for small q
In this section, we investigate the bounds L(h, p, q) when h ≥ 2 and q ≤ x(p, h). The word w 0,p,q will denote the unique element in V 0,p,q of length p + q − 2 over the alphabet {a, b} starting with a. Proof. The words given below are optimal: Proof. The words given by
The case of five holes
Define z(5, p, q) =                      3q + p if q − p < p 3 5p if p 3 < q − p < p 2 5p if p 2 < q − p < 2p 3 3q if 2p 3 < q − p < p 6p if p < q − p < 2p q + 3p if 2p < q − pv if a 3(q−p)−1 a p−1−2(q−p) a 2(q−p)−1 a p−1−(q−p) a (q−p)−1 a p−1 ba p−1 q − p < p 3 a p−1 a p−1−2(q−p) a 2(q−p)−1 a p−1−(q−p) a (q−p)−1 a p−1 ba p−1 p 3 < q − p < p 2 a p−1−(q−p) a q−p−1 a p−1 ba p−1 a q−p−1 a p−1−(q−p) a p−1 p 2 < q − p < 2p 3 a p−1−2(p−(q−p)) a p−1 a p−1−(q−p) a (q−p)−1 a p−1 ba p−1 a (q−p)−1 2p 3 < q − p < p a p−1 a (2p−1)−(q−p) a (q−p)−p−1 a p−1 a p−1 ba p−1 a p−1 p < q − p < 2p (pref p−2 (w 0,p,q ) ) 2 w 0,p,q 2p < q − p
The case of six holes
can be checked to be optimal. Proof. The words given by
The case of seven holes
can be checked to be optimal.
Referring to Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, we conjecture that our bounds are optimal for h = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Figure 2 , some bounds can be generalized. Indeed, from Cases 1, 3, 5 and 7, we provide in the following theorem a general form for z(h, p, q) in case h is odd and q − p < 2p h+1 . The optimal words for that bound turm out to be rather elegant.
. Then the bound z(h, p, q) is an upper bound in that case.
Proof. Define u 1 = a (q−p)−1 a p−1 ba p−1 , and for h > 0 define
By induction on h, we can show that u 2h+1 has 2h + 1 holes, has length (h + 1)q + p − 1, is p-periodic, is q-periodic, and is not 1-periodic. The p-periodicity can be checked by noticing that the b is aligned with 's when we build rows of length p. Indeed, the b is aligned with every other starting with the preceding it and ending with the first . Note that the factor preceding the first has length (h + 1)(q − p) − 1 which is smaller than p − 1 due to the restriction q − p < p h+1 . In addition, the q-periodicity can be checked by noticing that the b is aligned with 's when we build rows of length q. Indeed, the b is aligned with every other starting with the second preceding it and ending with the second . The factor preceding the second has length q − 1. Finding general optimal words for Conjecture 7.9 is challenging due in part to the fact that the optimal words take different shapes in subintervals (see for instance the case of h = 7 where the interval 
Conclusion
In this paper, we connected the problem of finding optimal bounds for Fine and Wilf's generalizations to partial words with that of finding the vertex connectivity of certain graphs. Many algorithms for the computation of vertex connectivity in graphs have been developed over the years [1, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33, 42] . While such computation can often be reduced to solving a number of max-flow problems, it can also be computed using other methods such as randomised algorithms. Algorithms have also been developed for deciding whether a graph is k-vertex connected, some of which are max-flow based while some are not.
An algorithm that computes the minimum of maximum flows between all non-adjacent vertices of an associated digraph can be described as follows. The justification is based on Menger's Theorem and the Maximum Flow-Minimum Cut Theorem, and the algorithm for finding the maximum flow is due to Ford and Fulkerson (See Reference [15] where Menger's theorem is on page 46, and a detailed description of the algorithm by Ford and Fulkerson is given on pages 198-202).
We have shown that L(h, p, q) is the smallest l such that the (p, q)-periodic graph of size l has connectivity at least h + 1. This leads to an efficient algorithm for determining L(h, p, q). To find the smallest l such that G, the (p, q)-periodic graph of size l, has connectivity at least h + 1, we iterate over l (note that p + q − 1 ≤ L(h, p, q)), checking the connectivity of each G. Suppose we wish to find the connectivity of G = (V, E) for a certain size l. By Menger's Theorem, this is equivalent to finding the minimum of the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths between pairs of non-adjacent vertices in G. To find the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths between a pair of non-adjacent vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ V , we first produce a digraph D = (V , A ) from G as follows:
1. Add v 1 and v 2 to V , 2. For each vertex v ∈ V \ {v 1 , v 2 }, add two vertices v and v to V and arc (v , v ) to A , and 3. For each edge (v, u) ∈ E, add the two arcs (v , u ) and (u , v ) to A . We see that directed paths between v 1 and v 2 in D correspond directly to paths between v 1 and v 2 in G. Furthermore, two directed paths between v 1 and v 2 in D are arc-disjoint if and only if the corresponding paths in G are vertex-disjoint. We make D a network by giving each arc unit capacity and setting v 1 to be the source and v 2 to be the sink. Then from Lemma 11.4 (see page 203 of Reference [15] ), the maximum number of arc-disjoint directed paths from v 1 to v 2 is equal to the value of a maximum flow in D. To find a maximum flow in D, we use the algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson known as the labelling method, which starts with a known flow on D (say, the zero flow), and recursively increments the flow, terminating with the maximum flow.
Vertex connectivity in the (p, q)-periodic graphs needs to be further studied in order to prove the conjectures of Section 7 and to give bounds for any number of holes. This becomes complicated as the number of holes increases, since the number of cases increases as well.
